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Abstract—Understanding or acquiring a user’s information
needs from their local information repository (e.g. a set
of example-documents that are relevant to user information
needs) is important in many applications. However, acquiring
the user’s information needs from the local information repos-
itory is very challenging. Personalised ontology is emerging
as a powerful tool to acquire the information needs of users.
However, its manual or semi-automatic construction is expen-
sive and time-consuming. To address this problem, this paper
proposes a model to automatically learn personalised ontology
by labelling topic models with concepts, where the topic models
are discovered from a user’s local information repository. The
proposed model is evaluated by comparing against ten baseline
models on the standard dataset RCV1 and a large ontology
LCSH. The results show that the model is effective and its
performance is significantly improved.
Index Terms—Ontology Mining, Personalisation, User Infor-
mation Needs, Labelling Topic Models, Web Intelligence.
1. Introduction
Over the last few decades, the amount of informa-
tion available on the Web has increased exponentially. As
a result, gathering useful information from the Web has
become challenging. To Make matters worse, traditional
search engines return the same search results to different
users for the same query [1]. Two users may not have
the same interests and preferences even though they use
the same query. For example–for a query java, two users
who are searching for programming-language and coffee,
respectively, should not get the same result. Different and
context focused results should be returned for each user [1].
To facilitate this, Web information gathering systems have
to determine each user’s information needs so that they can
provide the right information tailored to specific users [2],
[3]. Most of the time users cannot explicitly describe their
information needs [2], so the system must have methods
of doing so in the background. In this context, and for
many other applications, understanding or acquiring a user’s
information needs from their local information repository
(a set of example-documents that are relevant to the user’s
information needs) is important. However, acquiring a user’s
information needs from their local information repository is
very challenging.
To discover a user’s information needs from their local
information repository, three approaches have been proposed
in current literature–(a) bag-of-words [1], [4], [5], [6], (b)
frequent text patterns [3], [7] and (c) topic models [8],
[9]. The bag-of-words approach is simple but provides poor
representation of a user’s local information repository [3]. It
cannot preserve the associations of terms in documents, and
therefore cannot capture the user’s intentions effectively. To
address this problem, Li et al. [3] proposed to use frequent
text patterns discovered from users’ local information repos-
itories. However, pattern mining produces large number of
patterns, and using them effectively is difficult. Wu et al. [7]
and Li et al. [3] made a break through in utilising patterns
by deploying them to a term space. However, deploying
patterns to a term space ultimately leads to bag-of-words.
Other researchers [8], [9] use topic models to capture each
user’s information needs. Topic modelling is one of the most
popular approaches for inferring the subject matter of a
collection of documents [10], [11]. It discovers the statistical
structure that corresponds to semantic themes present in
the collection [9]. Some researchers argue that it has the
ability to capture user interests [8], [9], and it can cluster
groups of co-occurring terms [10]. Others suggest that the
topic modelling approach is promising for search engines
[10]. However, most of the discovered topic models do not
produce easy-to-understand semantic meanings [11], [12],
[13]; as a result, acquiring a user’s information needs is
still far from ideal.
Web ontologists observed that users implicitly possess
some conceptual-models when they (the users) are gathering
information from the Web [3]. The conceptual-models guide
them to decide whether a document is relevant to them.
Ontologies are considered powerful tools for simulating
the conceptual models [1] because of their expressiveness,
effective knowledge representation formalism and associated
inference mechanisms. An ontology consists of a set of
concepts and their semantic relations (e.g. Is-a, Related-to,
Part-of), where a concept is a non-empty set of terms that
together express a human-understandable meaning. Based
on these observations, Tao et al. [2] at QUT (Queensland
University of Technology) proposed a framework [2] to
learn a personalised ontology semi-automatically, where a
standard ontology is used as a source of concepts and their
semantic relations. The ontology is personalised based on
the user’s interaction with the ontology and meta data in
their local information repository, and therefore it can ef-
fective simulate the conceptual model of user’s information
needs [2].
However, even though the framework proposed in [2] is
an effective way to acquire user information needs, but it
is only semi-automatic and requires meta data. Many local
information repositories do not have meta data, and semi-
automatic construction of personalised ontology is expensive
and time-consuming. The open research question is how to
automatically learn an effective personalised ontology from
a user’s local information repository that does not have meta
data. In the given framework, the crucial part of learning the
personalised ontology is selecting a set of concepts (and the
semantic relations between the concepts) that can capture a
user’s information needs. Mapping the documents available
in the local information repository to the standard ontology
results in a huge amount of concepts, which causes the
performance of the system decline dramatically (see section
5 for the performance of such a model named LDA-based-
concept).
To address the research question, this paper proposes a
model, TLPO (Topic-Model Labelling based Personalised
Ontology), to automatically learn a personalised ontology.
It learns a user’s personalised ontology in three steps–(a)
discovers a set of topic models from the user’s local infor-
mation repository, (b) labels the topic models with concepts
and (c) uses the concepts and their semantic relations to
construct a personalised ontology.
The leading idea of labelling topic models is to map
them to the concepts in a standard ontology. The set of
concepts that are mapped with topic models is selected as
the set of labels. Existing mapping techniques (e.g. [1], [4],
[5], [6]) can map only an individual term to concepts. That
means, if we use existing techniques, instead of a topic
model itself, the terms of the topic model are mapped to
the concepts. Therefore, the associations of terms in the
topic model are not reflected in the labelling, while the
terms’ associations are one of the most important features
of the topic model. More importantly, each term of a topic
model is mapped to a set of concepts, but working out how
to use these mapped concepts to label the topic model is
another challenge. The union ([) of the sets of concepts will
result in too many concepts, while many of them are noisy,
which means there are too many irrelevant concepts. On the
other hand, the intersection (\) will result in too few or no
concepts. Using the combination of union and intersection
will present the system with too many combinations to
consider, and no priorities on which combinations to be
considered. As a result, selecting concepts for labelling
topic models is challenging. To address this challenge, we
propose an algorithm that can map the topic model itself,
and therefore reflects the term association of the topic model
in the labelling. To remove noisy concepts, it categories
candidate concepts into groups based on their likelihood of
noise.
This paper makes two major contributions: (a) leverages
the local information repository to identify relevant concepts
and (b) proposes a new effective framework for personalised
ontology learning.
A set of experiments in information filtering using the
model TLPO on a standard dataset RCV1 and a large ontol-
ogy LCSH is conducted in this research. The experiments
demonstrate the comparison between 10 baseline models
and the proposed TLPO model. The evaluation results prove
that the TLPO model can successfully learn personalised-
ontologies by labelling topic models. It achieves significant
improvement compared to the baseline models.
2. Related Works
Sometimes, topic models are manually labelled with
concepts [14], [15], but the manual approach is expensive,
time consuming and subjective. For automatic labelling,
Mei et al. [12] and Hulpus et al. [10] propose to label
topic models in terms of n-grams and phrases that are
extracted from a corpus. They assume that extracted n-grams
and phrases are semantically meaningful, therefore should
express the topic themes. However, in many experiments,
it has been observed that automatically extracted phrases
and n-grams are not semantically meaningful especially for
more than 2-grams [12]. Lau et al. [16] propose to find the
best term of a topic and use it as the label. Single terms
are too general, and therefore cannot accurately capture the
themes of a topic [12], [17].
Hulpus et al. [10] and Lau et al. [17] propose to map
topic models to concepts for semantic meaning. Other re-
searchers (e.g. [11], [13], [18], [19], [20]) propose to map
documents to concepts. The proposed techniques of these
researchers potentially map a huge number of concepts,
where many of them are irrelevant or noisy.
For example, in the ESA (Explicit Semantic Analysis)
technique [19], [20], a text fragment is represented as a
vector of concepts, where a concept is mapped based on the
similarity between the text fragment and the concept-gloss
(content of the Wikipedia article). The similar technique is
used by [17] for labelling topic models. However, Egozi et
al. [21] pointed out that the quality of concepts generated by
ESA was lower than expected. Egozi et al. [22] identified
that while some of the mapped concepts are relevant but
many of them are not. Several incidental mentions of a
term (from the text fragment) in the gloss is sufficient to
trigger these noisy concepts. This problem will be severe
for very small term sets like top terms in topic models.
Such noisy concepts will lead to an interpretation that is
completely wrong to the intention of the topic model. Also,
many ontologies (e.g. LCSH (Library of Congress Subject
Headings)) do not have glosses.
Chemudugunta et al. [11] and [13] use probabilistic
methods and Gabrilovich et al. [18] use text categorisation
technique for mapping documents to concepts while Hulpus
et al. [10] use eigenvalue based measures for mapping topic
models to concepts. All the existing techniques consider all
the mapped concepts as useful, but some of the concepts
are noisy. They use numerical scores to rank and select top
concepts, but they do not have any mechanism to clearly dif-
ferentiate between noisy concepts and noise-free concepts.
A mechanism addressing this problem will be significant
contribution in topic model labelling.
The gloss problem of ESA was addressed to some extent
in the model POM (Personalised Ontology Model) [5].
However, it assumes that terms are independent in a text
fragment, which is not the case. Terms have associations
between them. As a result, the mapped concepts are not
effective (the experimental result of this model is shown in
section 5.6).
3. Basic Definitions
The proposed model TLPO and the corresponding ex-
periments in this paper are designed from the perspective
of user information needs. In this section we give the basic
definitions that are important for understanding the proposed
model TLPO.
Let a user provide a set of example-documents that
are relevant to their information needs. Because these doc-
uments are explicitly selected by the user as relevant to
the subject matter of their interest, we use this document
set as the source to capture the user’s information needs.
These documents constitute the user’s local information
repository. We use topic modelling as a tool to reduce
the dimensionality of the documents and to discover the
hidden but useful user information needs that the user cannot
express explicitly. The output of the topic modelling is used
to select a set of concepts and their semantic relations from a
standard ontology. That is, a set of concepts that corresponds
to the user’s personal interest is selected. After that, the
selected concepts and their semantic relations are used in
constructing the personalised ontology.
The standard dataset RCV1 (Reuters Corpus Volume I)
of TREC-10/2001 filtering track [7], [23], [24] is used in
this research. It has a number of topics, and corresponding
documents, we call these TREC-topics to avoid confusion
with topics in topic modelling. Besides, each TREC-topic
has a manual specification of information needs written by
linguists. For each TREC-topic, domain experts divided the
documents in dataset into a training set and a testing set.
They further divided each of the training sets and testing sets
into positive and negative sets. The positive set consists of
documents that are relevant to a TREC-topic specification,
and the negative set consists of documents that are not
relevant to the TREC-topic specification (more details in
section 5.1).
The set D+ of positive documents in the training set
that are relevant to a TREC-topic is used as an example-
document set (this is to incorporate the real life fact that
people usually do not provide negative documents). We
extract topic models from these example-documents.
In this research, we choose the popular topic modelling
technique Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) which is de-
scribed in the following subsection.
3.1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Let D+ = fd1; d2; :::; dMg be a collection of M relevant
documents that constitutes the local information repository.
In LDA, each document is considered as a bag-of-terms
[11], [25]. Let Dt = ft1; t2; :::; tV g be the set of unique
terms in the document collection D+, where V is the size
of the vocabulary.
The idea behind LDA is that observed terms in each
document are generated by a document-specific mixture
of corpus-wide hidden topics [26]. It is a low-dimensional
representation of documents. The number of hidden topics
are assumed to be fixed to T , where this research uses T =
10. A topic zj is represented as a multinomial probability
distribution over the V terms as p(tijzj), where 1  j  T
and
PV
i p(tijzj) = 1. A document d is represented as prob-
abilistic mixture of topics as p(zj jd). Therefore, the proba-
bility distribution of ith term in a document d can be model
as a mixer over topics: p(tijd) =
PT
j=1 p(tijzj)p(zj jd).
Here the only observable variable is p(tijd). The other two
variables p(tijzj) and p(zj jd) are hidden. In this paper, the
widely used [27] statistical estimation technique of Gibbs
sampling is used for learning the hidden variables. For more
details on LDA, interested readers are referred to [11], [25],
[26].
Usually people use top terms for representing a topic
[12], [16], [17]. In most cases top 10 terms are sufficiently
representative of the whole set of terms in a topic [16].
Therefore, in this paper, we represent a topic with top 10
terms, ranked by the multinomial distribution p(tjz). From
now on, we refer to the top tern terms when we refer to a
topic.
However, even though the topic modelling (LDA) has
the potential to be used for learning user interests, it lacks
semantic focus [11] and a global view [12], [13]. As it does
not focus on the semantics, it can capture the essence of a
document only to a limited extent. While a document is ex-
pressed assuming prior knowledge, topic modelling assumes
that a document is what it has [13]. The semantic theme
discovered by topic modelling can better be represented
and understood in terms of concepts [17]. In the following
subsection we discuss and define the concept.
3.2. Concept
Ideally, a concept is defined by a set of attributes,
and it represents an abstract class of ideas or objects.
Chemudugunta et al. [13] identify the concept as a non-
empty set of terms that together express a human under-
standable meaning. Humans use their knowledge and judge-
ment to manually select the terms in a concept based on
semantic similarity [13] so that together they can represent a
meaning. A concept can represent semantically rich notions
[13], and it is interpretable, broader in coverage [12], [13]
and has a global view. Also, the concepts can serve humans
to organise and share their knowledge [19]. Based on the
characteristics of topic models and concepts, Chemudugunta
et al. [13] argue that there are natural relations between
topic models and concepts [13]. It follows that labelling
topic models with concepts provides a bridge for learning
personalised-ontology.
In this research, concepts are selected from a standard
ontology, where the standard ontology consists of a set
of concepts and a set of semantic relations between the
concepts. Three semantic relations are considered in this
research, they are: ‘Is-a’, ‘Related-to’ and ‘Part-of’.
Definition 1 (Standard Ontology). A standard ontology (or
simply an ontology) is a pair hE;Ri, where E is a finite set
of concepts, and R is a set of triplet hc1; c2; ri, where c1
and c2 are two concepts and r is their semantic relation.
We use a large knowledge base LCSH [28] as the
standard ontology. The LCSH classification comprises a
thesaurus of subject-headings covering one of the most
exhaustive topic lists in the world, and specifies the semantic
relations between the subject-headings in the taxonomy.
Comparing to other subject classification/categorisation sys-
tems, such as Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), and
Reference Categorisation (RC), the LCSH classification has
superior features.
The LCSH classification has more subject classes
(LCSH has 394,070, DDC has over 1000 and RC has over
100,000 subjects), a more complex structure (LCSH has a
depth of 37, DDC has a depth of 3 and RC has a depth of
over 10), and more detailed semantic relations (LCSH has
Is-a, Related-to, Part-of; DDC has Is-a; and RC has Is-a)
specified. These features make the LCSH a great description
of knowledge and ontology backbone.
The subject-headings in LCSH are explicitly defined by
domain experts, and therefore they are easily understandable
by humans. That is, subject-headings in LCSH correspond
to the concepts identified by Chemudugunta et al. [13].
Using LCSH as the standard ontology, a concept is formally
defined as the following:
Definition 2 (Concept). A concept c consists of a set
of attributes and represents an abstract class of ideas or
objects. Each concept is labelled with a subject-heading s
from LCSH, where s = ft1; t2; ...; tng is a set of terms. Each
term t 2 s represents an attribute of the concept c, and the
label is referred as label(c) = s.
From now on, we use the terminology ‘concept’ and
‘subject-heading’ interchangeably. When we say ‘attribute
of a concept’ or ‘term of a concept’, we mean ‘term in the
label of a concept’ i.e. by t 2 c we mean t 2 s.
4. Proposed Model
The proposed model, TLPO, can be summarised as
follows–(1) a set Z of topic models is extracted from the lo-
cal information repository D+, (2) each topic is represented
by top ten terms ranked by probability distribution, (3) the
topic set Z is labelled with a set of concepts (see section
4.1), (4) a set of smallest-upper-bound concepts (see section
4.2) are extracted from the standard ontology, (5) semantic
relations of the concepts (both the labels and the smallest-
upper-bound concepts) are extracted from the standard on-
tology and (6) the personalised-ontology is constructed from
the concepts and their semantic-relations using definition 5.
In the following subsections, we give a detailed description
of the proposed model.
4.1. Labelling Topic Models
In general, there is a many-to-many relation between
the concepts and the topics–a topic may be related to many
concepts, and a concept may be related to many topics.
Therefore, selecting a set of concepts as the set of labels is
difficult [29]. As we discussed in section 1, existing mapping
techniques (e.g. [1], [4], [5], [6]) cannot use the associations
of terms that exist in a topic model for label selection
because they map each term t in the topic model individually
to the concepts, rather than mapping the topic model itself.
To address the mapping question, we propose an algorithm
that can map the topic model itself, and therefore reflects
the association of terms in a topic model. The algorithm is
based on the function in Equation 1.
The function in Equation 1 estimates and assigns a rel-
evance score for each concept c. A concept that is assigned
a relevance score of 1 is called a exactly matched concept,
and a concept that is assigned a relevance score less than
1 but greater than 0 is called a partially matched concept.
An exactly matched concept can represent the knowledge
of topics precisely but a partially matched concept may
incorporate some noise. That is, partially matched concepts
can sometimes be irrelevant. The advantage of equation
1 is that it can measure a concept’s relevance associated
with the whole topic set Z rather than an individual topic
or an individual term in a topic. How much a concept is
irrelevant to the topic set can be estimated using the equation
irrel(s) = 1  rel(s).
rel(s) = js\zijjsj
where; zi 2 argmaxz2Z(js \ zj)
(1)
The relevance score estimated by Equation 1 is used
in the Algorithm 1 for mapping a set of topics to a set
of concepts. Firstly, we find all the subject-headings of
LCSH, where the relevance score of s is greater than 0;
we call this set S0, the candidate concept set. The set
S0 contains both the exactly matched and the partially
matched subject-headings. Secondly, from S0, we select all
the subject-headings with a relevance score equal to 1 (i.e.
exactly matched concepts) and call this set Ce. Remaining
subject-headings in S0 are the partially matched subject-
headings (i.e. partially matched concepts). Finally, our goal
is to select not less than k top-relevant subject-headings,
where k = jZj   and  is an experimental coefficient.
If the number of subject-headings selected is greater than
or equal to k, then we are done. If the number of selected
subject-headings is less than k, then the remainder of the
k subject-headings are selected from the partially matched
subject-headings. Where the value for the remaining k is
k0 = k   jCej. To reduce noise, all the partially matched
subject-headings where rel(s)  irrel(s) are discarded.
Then, based on their relevance value, the top k0 of partially
matched subject-headings are selected and call this set Cp.
The set C = Ce [ Cp of concepts is the set of labels for
the given set of topics.
There are some terms in the topics that do not match
with any concepts in the ontology. We assume that the
terms that do not match with any concepts in the ontology
are new concepts, created by the author of the document.
This assumption is supported by [30]. They argue that
when a new term is introduced, it creates a new concept
that is associated with a specific area of knowledge. These
new concepts contain important knowledge of the document
Algorithm 1 Concept Mapping Algorithm
Input:
A set S of all the subject-heading in LCSH; a set Z of topic models; experimental
coefficient .
Output:
A set C of concepts relevant to Z.
1: Let C = Ce = Cp = S0 = S00 = ;;
2: For each s 2 Sf
3: IF(rel(s) > 0) then
4: S0 = S0 [ fsg;g
5: Let k = jZj  ;
6: For each s 2 S0f
7: IF (rel(s) == 1) thenf
8: Ce = Ce [ fsg;g g
9: IF (jCej > k) then f C = Ce;g
10: Else f
11: S0 = S0   Ce; // partially matched concepts
12: For each s 2 S0f
13: IF(rel(s) > irrel(s)) then f
14: S00 = S00 [ fsg;gg
15: Sort S00 in descending order using rel(s) value;
16: Let k0 = k   jCej;
17: Cp = topConcepts(k0; S00);
18: C = Ce [ Cp;g
19: Return;
(observed in the experiments); therefore, they are added to
the set of labels.
4.2. Personalised Ontology Learning
After labelling of topics is done (i.e. mapping topics to
concepts), the next obvious question is how to represent the
user’s information needs using these concepts? The answer
to this question is personalised ontology.
Use of ontology as a formal model for simulating the
conceptual model of user’s information needs appeared to
be promising in researches done by [2], [3]. An ontology
that is learned from a user’s local information repository
and captures personal preferences and interests is called a
personalised ontology [2].
In this paper, we propose a new framework for per-
sonalised ontology. The framework has two structures: a
Semantic Structure (SS) and a Contextual Structure (CS).
The Semantic Structure defines the core of the personalised
ontology. It includes concepts and their semantic relations. It
is formally defined in Definition 3. On the other hand, Con-
textual Structure defines the context of a user’s information
needs, where the knowledge of the user’s local information
repository and the given standard ontology is combined. The
Contextual Structure of the framework is formally defined
in Definition 4. Using these two structures, the personalised
ontology is defined in Definition 5.
Semantic Structure: Two concepts are called semanti-
cally related if they have a semantic relation such as ‘Is-a’,
‘Related-to’, ‘Part-of’, etc. For example, if c1 and c2 are
two concepts and c1 Is-a c2 (or vice versa), we say that
they are semantically related. An implied-semantic relation
means: either the semantic relation explicitly exists in an
ontology or it can be inferred from the semantic relations
in the ontology (for example: if ‘cat Is-a mammal’ and
‘mammal Is-a vertebrata’ are two semantic relations in the
ontology, then we can infer that ‘cat Is-a vertebrata’).
Definition 3 (Semantic Structure). A Semantic Structure is
a triplet hMC;SC;Ri, where MC is a set of concepts that
are selected as labels for a set of topic models; SC is a set
of smallest upper-bound concepts that has implied-semantic
relation with more than one mc 2 MC; and R is a set of
triplet hc1; c2; 'i, where c1 and c2 are any two concepts in
MC[SC (such that c1 6= c2), and ' is a semantic relation
between c1 and c2.
Let in the ontology, c0 and c00 be two concepts that have
implied-semantic relation with more than one mc, L1 be a
non empty set of mc that has implied-semantic relation to
c0, L2 be a non empty set of mc that has implied-semantic
relation to c00; c0 is called the smallest upper-bound concept
if it is not an ancestor of c00, and c00 is called the smallest
upper-bound concept if it is not an ancestor of c0, or each
of c0 and c00 are called the smallest upper-bound concepts if
L1 6= L2.
Contextual Structure: Regarding the category of con-
cepts (exactly matched and partially matched) that a term
can appear in, we have three cases. Formally we can write
the three cases as: case1 = (9c1 2 Ce & 9c2 2 Cp)) (t 2
c1\ c2); case2 = (9c 2 Ce ) t 2 c) & (8c 2 Cp ) t =2 c);
case3 = (9c 2 Cp ) t 2 c) & (8c 2 Ce ) t =2 c).
The contextual structure has five information levels.
Following are the brief descriptions of the levels:
Document Level Information: Term frequency is re-
lated to the distribution of a term in the documents of a
corpus, and therefore it is document-level information of
the term. It indicates how important the term is in relation
to the subject matter of a document set [31] thereby to
the user preferences. Term frequency is the number of
times a term, t, occurs in all the positive documents D+,
i.e. f(t) =
P
d2D+ f(t; d). After normalising f(t) by the
total number of terms in all the documents D+, we get a
normalised term frequency, i.e. fr(t) =
f(t)P
d2D+ jterms(d)j ,
where terms(d) returns all the terms in the document d.
The fr implicitly utilises the structure of the documents.
Topic Level Information: In LDA, a document, d, in
a user’s local information repository is represented by a
probabilistic mixture of topics as p(zj jd) [11], [25]. This
probabilistic mixture can represent a user’s interest in the
topic. The full semantic theme of a topic zj is represented
by its corresponding multinomial distribution over terms as
p(tijzj) [12]. It can be assumed that a concept containing the
high probability terms as its attributes is more closely associ-
ated to the topic theme [12], [17], [32]. Therefore, for a user,
the amount of topical interest that an attribute contains can
roughly be estimated as wz(t) =
PT
j=1 p(zj jd)  p(tjzj).
This estimation is for a single document. In case of mul-
tiple documents (i.e. D+), we take the average. The wz(t)
implicitly utilises the structure of the topics.
Inter-Topic Level Information: From the experimental
results, Mao et al. [32] concluded that inter-topic relations
are useful for improving the accuracy of topic interpretation.
To utilise the term overlapping between topics, the set Z
of topics is deployed on term space T [7]. A deployment
weight w@(t) =
jfzjt2z;z2Zgj
jZj can be calculated for each
term in the term space. This weight is inter-topic level in-
formation, and it implicitly utilises the parent-child structure
of topics [32].
Ontology Level Information: If a term appears in many
concepts in the standard ontology, the term is general. The
specificity of a term is inversely related to the frequency
of concepts in the standard ontology that contains this term
[33]. On the other hand, the frequency of exactly matched
concepts in the personalised ontology that contain a given
term indicates how closely the term is related to the main
theme of the personalised ontology. The ontological signif-
icance speo(t) =
jfcjt2c;c2Cegj
jfcjt2c; c2LCSHgj of a term is estimated
using these two frequencies. The speo implicitly utilise the
structure of the ontologies.
Mapping Level Information: The covering set for c
is the set of all the topics z 2 Z such that c \ z 6= ;.
That is coverset0(c) = fzjz 2 Z; c \ z 6= ;g. The support
for the concept c is sup0(c) =
P
z2coverset0(c)
jc\zj
jcj . Con-
cept support indicates how closely a concept and the topic
set is related. Based on this concept support, the overall
relatedness of a term to both the topic set and the concept
set can be estimated using the following equation of i(t).
i(t) =
8><>:
i1(t) if case2
i2(t) if case3
i1(t)+i2(t)
2 if case1
i1(t) =
P
t2c;c2Ce

sup0(c)
jcj

jfc2Cejt2cgj
i2(t) =
P
t2c;c2Cp

sup0(c)
jcj

jfc2Cpjt2cgj
Definition 4 (Contextual Structure). A Contextual Structure
is a tuple hDLI; TLI; ILI;OLI;MLIi, where DLI is
Document Level Information, TLI is Topic Level Informa-
tion, ILI is Inter-topic Level Information, OLI is Ontology
Level Information and MLI is Mapping Level Information.
Personalised Ontology: To better understand user in-
formation needs, the personalised ontology is defined in
terms of both the Semantic Structure and the Contextual
Structure. It helps us to know both the conceptual model
and the context that shapes the conceptualisation.
Definition 5 (Personalised Ontology). A Personalised On-
tology is a pair hSS; CSi, where SS is a Semantic Structure
and CS is a Contextual Structure.
5. Evaluation
The hypothesis of this research is that a personalised
ontology that can effectively acquire user information needs
can be learned by labelling a set of topic models with
concepts, where the set of topic models is extracted from a
user’s local information repository. However, it is difficult
to evaluate the quality of the learned personalised ontology
[2], [34]. One possible way is manual checking [34] (e.g,
manually checking whether the ontology or part of it rep-
resents user information needs [34]). Unfortunately, manual
checking is subjective and very expensive, even impossible
for a large dataset [34].
Because of inherent difficulties of evaluating the effec-
tiveness of an ontology, Brewster et al. [34] propose to
decompose the ontology into its constituent parts. In the
simplest form, an ontology consists of a set of concepts
and their relations. Bloehdorn et al. [35] proposed to use
the concepts in an ontology for text classification as a
way to evaluate a learned ontology. Brewster argue that the
constructs of an ontology can be viewed as the abstractions
of natural language texts. For evaluation, they propose to
revise the abstraction by finding the signatures of these
constituents in the natural language texts. Inspired by these
works, we propose to find the signatures of the concepts (the
constituent parts of semantic structure) and the contextual
structure in unknown documents to check the unknown
documents’ relevance to user information needs.
Based on the contextual structure analysis, we estimate a
single weight for each term in the concepts. The weight can
be viewed as a quantitative digest of the contextual structure.
The main goal of this weighting is to utilise the essential
statistical relationships that exist in the contextual structure.
We estimate the term weight using the following Equation
2.
w(t) =
8><>:
wz(t) 1 + 1  i(t) wc(t) if case1
wz(t) 2 + 2  i(t) wc(t) if case2
wz(t) if case3
wc(t) =
(
speo(t) fr(t) if case1
speo(t) fr(t) w@(t) if case2:
(2)
Here, 1, 2, 1, and 2 are experimental coefficients. We
estimate the term weight of new concepts (see section 4.1)
using w(t) = wz(t).
The contextual structure of the personalised ontology is
inherently represented by the assigned term weight. There-
fore, to prove the hypothesis, we need to show that the
concepts in personalised ontology and the assigned term
weight are effective for the information gathering system.
5.1. Data Collection
The standard dataset RCV1 of TREC-10/2001 Filtering
Track [7], [23], [24] and the large ontology LCSH are used
in the research experiments. RCV1 consists of 806,791 news
stories (one story per document) provided by Reuters, LTD
[7], [24]. It has 100 TREC-topics, where each TREC-topic
contains different numbers of documents. The documents
in the first 50 TREC-topics are manually categorised by
domain experts, and [36] argue that the first 50 TREC-topics
are stable and sufficient for maintaining the accuracy of the
evaluation measures. Therefore, the first 50 TREC-topics are
used in this research.
The ‘story title’ and ‘story text’ are used as the con-
tent of one document. Pre-processing is applied to all the
documents via meta-data and stop-words removing as well
as stemming. We use only the positive documents of the
training set for extracting topic models and training other
baseline models, while both the positive and the negative
documents in the testing set are used for evaluation.
5.2. Baseline Models
In order to provide a comprehensive evaluation of our
proposed model, we have selected 10 baseline models in
four different categories that are shown in Table 1.
5.3. Evaluation Measures
Our proposed model TLPO is evaluated by different
means. Especially, five widely used measures of infor-
mation filtering that are based on relevance judgements.
They include the Mean Average Precision (MAP ), the
average precision of top 20 returned documents (T20), the
Fscore measure (F1), the break-even point (BP ), and the
interpolated precision averages at 11 standard recall levels
(11  point).
TABLE 1: Baseline Models
Category 1: Topic Modelling Based
LDA-word [25], [26], [37]: uses the term frequency to represent topic
relevance and the association of terms with different topics to represent
user interests.
TNG [38]: is an n-Gram based topic model.
Category 2: Concept Based
LDA-based-concept [11]: uses statistical LDA technique for annotating text
documents with the concepts. It treats concepts as topics with constraint
wi =2 cj ) p(wijcj) = 0.
POM [5]: is one of the most recent work that maps document keywords
to the standard ontology (LCSH).
Category 3: Pattern Based
Pattern Deploying Model (PDM) [7]: provides a way to effectively use the
text-patterns in the information filtering.
FCP [26]: frequent closed patterns extracted from documents are used to
represent user interests.
Master Pattern (MP) [39]: is a profile-based technique for summarising
a collection of frequent closed patterns, using only K representatives. It
is popularly used in data mining communities for effective utilisation of
patterns.
n-Gram [26]: uses n-Grams extracted from documents to represent user
interests, where n is empirically set to 3.
Category 4: Term Based
BM25 [40]: is one of the term-based state-of-the-art models for represent-
ing documents.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [41]: is considered effective for text
filtering and categorisation.
5.4. Experimental Design
In the TREC Filtering Track [7], [23], [24], when testing
a system, the user’s information need is assumed stable and
a stream of unknown documents (from the testing dataset) is
brought into the system. For each new document, the system
has to decide whether the document is relevant to the user’s
information needs [23].
As discussed in section 1, many Web ontologists ob-
served that every user possesses implicit conceptual-models
that guide them to judge whether a document is relevant to
their information needs [2], [3]. Based on this observation,
in this paper, we propose an objective evaluation approach
where the personalised ontology is used as a conceptual-
model. That means, a machine uses the personalised ontol-
ogy to predict whether a new document brought into the
system is relevant to the user’s information needs. Brewster
et al. [34] argue that a good ontology can serve its purpose,
and Calegari et al. [1] argue that the more effectively a
personalised ontology represents user information needs,
the higher the probability to improve information gathering
performance is. If the machine can predict the relevance,
we believe it indicates that the personalised ontology can
effectively represent the user’s information needs. It is a
data-driven evaluation of ontology in a real application as
suggested by [34]. In the context of machine readability of
the Web in the future, this king of evaluation is appropriate
[34].
To prove the hypothesis, a series of experiments have
been conducted on the standard dataset RCV1, using TREC-
topics [23]. We use the mapped concepts and the assigned
term weight as a query (Q) submitted to an information fil-
tering system. A similar approach is applied for the baseline
models. If the results of information filtering measures are
significantly improved, compared with the baseline models,
we can claim that our proposed model TLPO can learn
personalised ontology that can acquire user information
needs effectively.
5.5. Experimental Settings
In this paper, for all LDA-based topic models, the pa-
rameters are set as follows: the number of iterations of Gibbs
sampling is 1000, the hyper-parameters of the LDA are
 = 50=V and  = 0:01. These parameter values were used
and justified in [42]. For extracting frequent closed patterns,
the minimum support is sensitive to a given data set. For the
RCV1 data set, using trial-and-error, the best value for this
experimental coefficient was found to be 0.2. The best values
for other experimental coefficients were also determined on
the trial-and-error basis in RCV1. The best value for  was
found to be 0:2 for generating master patterns; in the concept
mapping algorithm, the best value for  was found to be 3.0;
and for weighting the terms of the concepts mapped by the
TLPO, the best value for 1, 1, 2 and 2 were found to
be 2.1, 55, 1.5 and 56, respectively, in the experiment.
5.6. Experimental Results
Evaluation results of the personalised ontology are
shown in table 2 and figure 1. The results are the average of
all the TREC-topics in the dataset. The table and figure also
show the results of the 10 baseline models. The change%
in table 2 means the percentage change of our proposed
TLPO model over the best results of the baseline models.
An improvement greater than 5% is considered significant.
Table 2 shows that the information filtering performance
of our proposed model TLPO is significantly better than
the best results of the baseline models. It improved the
performance significantly up to 5.839% (4.345% min and
11.180% max) in percentage change on average for all
five measures. The amount of improvement is significant
for all the individual measures too, except for the F1 (in
this case 4:345% improved). The most important measure
of information filtering is MAP . The model improved the
MAP performance significantly up to 6.629% in percentage
change. The 11   point results in figure 1 show that the
performance is consistently better than the baseline models.
TABLE 2: Evaluation Results
Top  20 BP MAP F1
TLPO 0.537 0.458 0.473 0.459
LDA-word 0.483 0.428 0.444 0.439
PDM 0.473 0.417 0.438 0.436
POM 0.458 0.400 0.411 0.419
SVM 0.447 0.409 0.408 0.421
BM25 0.434 0.339 0.401 0.410
MP 0.426 0.392 0.393 0.409
TNG 0.446 0.367 0.374 0.388
n-Gram 0.401 0.342 0.361 0.386
FCP 0.428 0.346 0.361 0.385
LDA-based-concept 0.335 0.329 0.326 0.352
change% 11.180 7.043 6.629 4.345
A system is significantly different from another system
if the p value of tTest is less than 0.05 [43]. The one tailed
tTest results for the model TLPO compared with the best
results of baseline models are given in table 3. Table 3 shows
that, in all the measures, the p values are less than 0.05. This
implies that the performance improvement of the proposed
TLPO model is statistically significant.
Based on these results, we can claim that our proposed
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Figure 1: 11-Point Results
TABLE 3: tTest p-values
Top  20 BP MAP F1
0.0435 0.0493 0.0412 0.0165
model TLPO learns a personalised ontology that can ac-
quire user information needs effectively, which means the
obtained results support our hypothesis.
6. Conclusions
This paper proposes a model, TLPO, for learning a
personalised ontology that can acquire a user’s information
needs effectively. The model integrates information of both
a standard ontology and a user’s local information repository
in a single conceptual model. As the personalised ontology
is learned from a set of example documents that are relevant
to the user’s information needs, it will be useful for improv-
ing the performance of information gathering tailored to the
specific user. The paper makes two major contributions–(a)
leverages the local information repository to identify rele-
vant concepts and (b) proposes a new effective framework
for personalised ontology learning.
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